
Was Bose-Einstein Statistics
Anived at by Serendipity?

Bose-Einstein statistics is the statistical mechanics of bo-
sons, i.e., of particles such that if there are several of them the
wavefunction is symmetric under exchange of any pair of
them. Thus
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for any i and l¿ where each ri represents all the coordinates

of the lth particle including spin or other internal vari-
ables.

AII particles with integral spin are bosons: light quanta,
deuterons, alpha particles, 4He atoms, etc. All particles with
half integral spin have antisymmetric functions a¡d are called
fermions: electrons, protons, neutrons, neutrinos, etc.

The notion of a boson originated with a paper by S. N. Bose
in June 1924 (t), a year before the invention ofquantum me-
chanics, two years before wave mechanics, three years before
the Uncertainty Principle (2). How could this be? How could
the notion even be formulated without the notion of wave-
function? It is my contention that it arose from an elementary
mistake in statistics that Bose made. Einstein at first copied
that mistake without paying much attention to it. He then
realized the mistake but saw that it must have a deep meaning
since it gives the right answer. A clear justification only came
with the working out of quantum mechanics.

Bose's paper is entitled "Planck's Law and the Hypothesis
of Light Quanta."

Planck's law, of course, is the law describíng radiation in
thermodynamic equilibrium with matter at a given temper-
ature, the so-called black body radiation. It states that the
energy density of radiation, as a function of the temperature
of the box and of the frequency of the radiation is given by
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For ¡ (( 1 this becomes p = C 12 (Raleigh-Jeans' law).

For ¡ )) 1 it becomes þ = C xB ¿ 
-' (\ /isn's law).

For.r )) 1 (large quanta, Iow temperature) the distribution
looks like a Maxwell distribution of energy in an ideal cìassical
gas. Einstein had pointed that out in 1905 (3) and had used
this limiting form of the law to infer that radiation in some way
behaved like discrete quanta. In 1905 the idea of light con-
sisting of particles was ân outrageous idea. Too much was
known at that time about light as electromagnetic waves to
allow ro<¡m for doubt. Indeed even eight years later at a time
when the usefulness of Einstein's proposal in explaining the
photoelectric effect had been fully çomfirmed it was still
considered outrageous by the physics community. When
Planck, Nernst, Rubens, and Emil Warburg got together in
1913 t<¡ nominate Einstein for membership in the Prussian
Academy of Sciences they felt the need to apologize for this
speculative extravagance of their nominee. They thought that
matter could occur in quantized states but not radiation
floating around in free space. In contrast Einstein pushed the
idea of light quanta further and further. In 191? in his famous
paper introducing spontaneous and radiation-induced üran-
sition probabilities of molecules (4) he showed that during

such absorption and emission acts the molecules must receive
a recoil momentum p = hu / c if rudiation is not to dislocate the
thermal equilibrium of the molecules. In other words, radia-
tion must be emitted not like a spherical wave but like a bullet
shot out in one direction.

Bose (.1) took the ultimate leap to treat radiation as an ideal
gas of light quanta showing that simply maximizing the en-
tropy led to Planck's law. He arrived at Planck's law by a
conside¡ation which made no reference at all to the interaction
of light with matter.

How did he do this conjurer's trick? To see the point of
Bose's paper we must consider how one calculates entropy in
statistical mechanics. There are several procedures, some more
elegant, some more cumbersome, some more abstract, some
mo¡e visualizable. They all involve something like this: we
define a state of the system under consideration in some
coarse-grained fashion: the macrostate. We then find out in
how many ways this macrostate can be realized by specifying
it microscopically, Iooking at the state of each molecule indi-
vidually. We assume that these microstates are all equally
probable, count the number, W, and get the entropy

S = /¿ IogW

We then maximize the entropy under some constraints, for
instance by requiring the total energy and the total particle
number to be fixed. The macrostate which has the largest
entropy is the equilibrium state.

The tricky part in this procedure is the correct enumeration
of the equally probable microstates. Bose proceeded as follows:
any one light quantum has a location in space, x, y , z, and a
momentum, px, py, p, such that

p,2 + py2 * 0," =(+1, (1)

In the quantum phase space with thà cåordinat es x, y , z , px,
pt, p" it is constrained with respect to x, y, z to the real vol-
ume, V, and with respect to p", py, p" to a spherical shell of
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Flgure 1. Tom and D¡ck ¡n living room' Harry in kitchen.
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Muttiplying by V to get the volume in phase space, dividing
by hs io getlhe number of quantum cells in this phase volume
and muttiptying by 2 to take into account two alternative
states of polarization we get

," = soy+a,
as the number of cells availableio each quantum in the fre-
quency interval dv.' 

Cleärly, the next step should be to find the number of ways
in whicha certain number of quanta can be distributed over
these cells in accordance with the specifications of the ma'
crostate. The quanta should be treated as statistically inde-
pendent entities as in the case of the classical statistical me-
ãhanics of ideal gases. In other words the microstate should
be defined by saying into which cell each photon has been put'

At this poini Bose's mind goes foggy. Instead of carrying out
the program as indicated he looks.at each cell to,see how rnany
ouohtiare in it and in this way defines the microstate'

To illustrate with Tom, Dick, and Harry and their distri-
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Figure 4. Title section ot Bose's paper, as published'
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Flgure 5. End of Bose's paper, as published, with Einste¡n's footnote'

bution over two rooms, we should define a microstate as shown

in Figure 1, while Bose defines it as shown in Figure 2, a
methód which on our counting subsumes the three cases
shown in Figure 3. Surely ifyou consider these three charac-
ter$ as entiiies perambulating independently through the
three rooms it would make no sense to define the microstate
in Bose's way.

The fact ii that Bose does his peculiar counting without
drawing attention to its oddity and arrives by straightforward
procedures at Planck's iaw.

Bose mailed his manuscript from Dacca (India at that time'
now Bangladesh) to Einstein (in Berlin) with a covering letter
dated June 4, L924 (Fig. a). There was no airmail service in
those days. I estimate that it took three weeks to make its way
from Daôca to Berlin, gettinþ there around June 25.1 Einstein
translated the paper and sent it in for publication in the
Zeitschrift für Physíh where the manuscript was received on
July 2, i.e., about one week after Einstein had received the
original. There is evidence of haste in Einstein's handling of
thJpaper in that Bose is not credited with his initials' Also the
papòr is astoundingly brief and abrupt. It has no literature
iefãrences. I have a strong suspicion that Einstæin cut it short,
perhaps even rewrote it, but the original of the manuscript is
not available so I cannot prove my point. At the end of this
four-page paper there is a highly unusual footnote (Fig. 5)' a
tind ii thunderbolt that says, "Translated by A. Einstein"
and "Note by translater: Bose's derivation of Planck's law in
my opinion constitutes an important step forward. The
mãtnõd here employed also yields the quantum theory of the
ideal gas as I will show in another place." Who would not like
to have such a footnote to his paper!

The other place referred to was the Proceedings of the
Prussian Academy of Sciences where Einstein submitted his
paper entitled "Quantum Theory of the Monatomic Ideal

I Bose aìso sent Einstein a second paper (Jö) which Einstein
translated and submitted to Z' f ' Physih five days after the first' This
paper also had a postscript by Einsfein, but this time the postscript

þointed out that the point of view taken by Bose regarding the in-

ieraction of light and matter was not tenable, giving a whole page of

ârguments against it''hinstein 
nãu.. 

"u"r, 
bothered to acknowledge that he had received

this MS from Bose, let alone that he had translated it and sent it in
for pubìication with his negative comments. Several months later,

when Bose inquired whetheithis MS might have been lost in the mail,

Einstein calmìy replied "No, no, it has long since been published and
ih" ,epritttt by rnistake ttaue been sent to me. You can pick th*ru qp

F¡gure 2. Two men in living room, one in k¡tchen.
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're
Gas" o¡r July ttì, i.p** r¡ *vr¡r.¡k ¡tftq¡r submitting Bose's paper
( , )  t .

It is a powerfirl u¡lt-h8nr*¡{icul ¡raper giving the complete
theory of the iclc¡rl tltr*u: g$ü, $ïeÈpt fbr one item. It fs tersely
written and difficult, to r*¡¡cl nct lea*t l¡ecause it abounds with
misprints ancl nr¡mrric**l *rrur*¡" It adopts Bose's definition
of the microstate, nt¡nìt'rxtl-s r¡n¡lware thal, something bizarre
is being done. At tht¡ *nel lt dr*we rittentien to the following
paradox, implicit in th* th**ry, f-*n¡¡iclcr a ¡nix c)f tw<l ideal
gases. Its pressure, acearding to thiri theory, is the sum of the
pressures of the two separatc ¡{*$e*, ll'hat is reasonable indeed.
The pressure of each ga$, howßver, at fixed temperature and
volume is noú porportional ùo the number of molecules.
Therefore, if by some magic the molecules are gradually made
alike, the pressure should change abruptly when the two kinds
of molecules become alike (it should diminish). In other words,
the pressure of a Bose gas is less than that of a classical gas.
Qualitatively it can be seen hclw this result follows from the
theory. Consider a box with n molecules and at a temperature
so low that all the molecules except one are in the lowest state,
Ee. On Bose's counting there is only one such state defined by
n - 1 particles in the lowest state,.Eq, and one particle in the
next higher state, "E1. In contrast, classically with distin-
guishable molecules, there are n ways of putting one molecule
in state -81. At the given energy, therefore, the entropy of the
Bose-Einstein gas is much lower than that of the classical gas.
This lowering of entropy implies that if the two gases are
brought into heat exchange contact the Bose-Einstein gas will
loose its energy to the classical gas, i.e., its pressure will go
down. This pressure anomaly is contingent on the indistin-
guishability of the molecules.

We may remark, in passing, that these indistinguishability
effects show up very strongly in such situations as the scat-
tering of alpha particles by helium (it is twice higher than that
given by the Rutherford formula) and in comparison of the
spectra of the boson pair Dz with that of the fermion pair H2
and with that of the ordinary pair HD.

When Einstein noted this effect in his formulas he was
nonplussed. He says, "I have been unable to resolve this par-
adox. The pressure effect appears as good as impossible."

It seems clear from the record that Bose was not aware that
he counted the microstates in a peculiar way. My guess is that
he simply made a mistake, the kind of mistake that is very easy
to make in any statistical undertaking and especially in the
present case when the whole business of cutting up the phase
space of individual particles into cells of size h3 is obviously
a makeshift affair lacking the consistency of classical statis-
tical mechanics with the continuously modifiable trajectories,
Liouviìle's theorem, and the ergodic hypothesis to back up the
¡lrocedure.

I¡r the case of Einstein's paper, submitted as we saw within
two weeks after receiving Bose's manuscript, the evidence is
not quite as clear-cut. Overtly he makes no reference at all to
the f¿rct that he is counting in an odd way. At one point, how-
¡rvor, he refers to the fact that the new statistics automatically
yi*lds Nernst's theorem, i.e., that the entropy goes to zero at
¡rharlluto zero temperature. All the molecules would then be
ln the ground state and this state of the gas is a single state 'Tnr.

$l¡rn* unserer Zcihlung." Does this mea¡ that he is aware that
h* in *ounting in a funny way? I believe he was but in a vague
w*ry nnly. He is just aware that the Bose counting eliminates
th* faet<lr n! of classical statistics, a factor that had been
kRqlwn k¡ be a thorn in the flesh of statistical mechanics since
åÌ¡* d*y¡r of Gibbs. He is not aware that it conflicts with the
Itlw rh¡rt the particles are independent of each other.

Ris¡*¡*in published a second paper on the Bose gas, sub-
{}illtt#{l slx rnonths later, January 8, 1925 (6). Thís paper is
re$f*{tÈ* t¡r¡ $ continuation of the first one with consecutive
*${ù**-**Èsfl*Ë nf sections and equations. The first section con-
{è{$}$ $r*ch¡:tt}rr lhe most astounding discovery of all statistical
ttls{rkèstl{.$, thr: discovery that the Bose gas undergoes a phase
tg+¡¡r*lti*t¡ s¡[ ¡] ßritical density and temperature: a progres-

sively larger fraction of the gas "condenses" (in phase space),
i.e., a progressively larger fraction of the molecules accumu-
lates in the state with zero momentum and fails to contribute
to the pressure of the gas. He shows that this effect is hardly
observable for any real gas because it occurs under conditions
where their behavior is far from ideal. He speculates that the
conduction electrons in a metal might constitute a Bose gas!
This paper is almost simultaneous with Pauli's discovery of
the exclusion principle for electrons in orbits around a nucleus
and six months before Fermi's generalization of this notion
to free electrons.

Of greater interest in the present context is the second
section of Einstein's paper. It opens with the following sen-
tence:

Ehrenfest and other colleagues have c¡iticized Bose's theory of
¡adiation and my analogous one of the ideal gas because in these
theories the quanta or molecules, respectively, are not t¡eated as
statistically independent structures, without our having emphasized
this circumstance. This is pert'ectly true. If one treats the quanta as
statistically independent in their localization, one gets Wien's ra-
diation law. I wilì contrast the two methods for the case of qases to
bring out the difference as clearly as possible.

He then proceeds to explain very clearly in what way the new
counting method implies indirectly a.certain hypothesis about
"a mutual influence of the particles on each other of a kind
which is at this time still completely mysterious."

These formulations indicate that when Einstein wrote the
first paper in a tremendous rush he had indeed not paused to
clarify in his own mind in what way Bose's counting implied
a mysterious interaction at a distance between the particles.
Most likely he had not pursued this question at all being
simply fascinated with the success of producing Planck's law
for a light quantum gas and seeing instantly that it would re-
solve some ugly questions for the real gas.

There are no letters preserved between Einstein and
Ehrenfest from this period. Most likely Ehrenfest's inter-
cession took place during a mutual visit in Leyden or in
Berlin.

The second paper goes one remarkable step further. Ein-
stein calculates the density fluctuations of the gas according
to the new theory. He does so by an ingenious method he had
thought up earlier for radiation. The method works backward
and calculates the fluctuations from the entropy. He finds that
this fluctuation consists of two additive parts. One part cor-
responds to the fluctuation expected for independent parti-
cles, the other part is independent of the density, and, he says,
can be interpreted as "interference between waves to be as-
sociated with the particles." What???

Whaù waves? It turns out that Einstein, sometime while he
was working on the second paper, had received from Langevin
a draft of Louis de Broglie's thesis. In this thesis de Broglie
had conjectured that every particle had associated with it a
wave, according to a fixed rule relating momentum of the
particles and frequency ofthe wave. In a vagtre way de Broglie
thought that a quantization ofthe electrons in the Bohr atom
could thus be interpreted as standing waves. De Broglie's
professor, Langevin, thought this was a pretty bizarre idea and
decided to consult with his friend Einstein whether he should
accept this thesis. Einstein immediately smelled thåt thi¡$ \t tè
a good thing, encouraged Langevin to aeecpt thc thar*iri nntl
referred to the thesis in his paper. Schrileling*r lsarneql r¡fde
Broglie's idea through Einstein's B¡ilpërr wrri¡ erulïl*l*ntly in"
trigued to go to the trouble of getting fl *opy ilf tl$ t h¡*ir', *l*
effort in which he succeeded about Neivcmh*F I tftr *¡nd {n
sequel developed wave mechanics.? Anyhotly rrihù $**S

2 Schrödinger's fir$t p¿ìBor (,jl) on w¡lve nr**h¡¡nt** #$&
January 27 , L926, two monthr¡ ûfter hs ¡¡ot dë tlRSåSl$
subsequent papers we¡e ¡ut¡rnittcd $t ¡¡ t¡¡ù* -r$ÈSW

hours after readin¡¡ Schrcidinger'$ È-rsf ll*$WlW
containing nl l  thr,results ot tht. f  rcËf fsqrf *Kgm
dinger hurl  lhc¡e mt¡rr l ls. l ,r t

February 23,  March 18,  Mny l ( ) , . f t r r r ¡  l l l  l 'er¡ l f  ¡Èss



tried to get hold of a French thesis will appreciate that ob-
taining de Broglie's thesis may well have constituted half.the
battle of inventing wave mechanics.

The later clarification of the wave-particle duality and of.
the odd statistical assumptions appropriate for bosons and
fermions, respectively, occurred in terms of quantum me-
chanics of many particle systems. Quantum mecha¡ics showed
that the wavefunctions tnust be either symmetric or an-
tisymmetric under exchange of the particles. More precisely,
every transition probability from any symmetric to any an-
tisymmetric state, and vice versa, is necessarily exactly zero.
Nonrelativistic wave mechanics does not prescribe uhicll
particles must be bosons, which fermions. Relativistic argu-
ments can be made requiring half-integral spin particles to
be fermions and integral spin particles to be bosons (8).

This symmetry or antisymmetry requirement for the
wavefunction implies, in the formalism of quantum me-
chanics, that exchange of any pair of identical particles does
not change the probability distribution of any obseruable
quantity. The exchanged state is the same as the original.
Thus, the crâzy assumption of Bose, that the particles should
be drawn without individual features identifying them, is built
into the basic structure of the formalism.

The formalism can be generalized in such a way that the
particle number need not be preserved. In both statistics
single particles can be created and annihilated, as photons are
created in emission and annihilated in absorptions, as elec-
trons and neutrinos are created in B-decay of radioactive
substances, and as electrons and positrons are created in Di-
rac's theory of holes.

This loss of identity, indeed loss of existence, is a stark re-
minder that the object concept, which is so basic to our or-
ientation in the real world, is whittled down and emaciated
in quantum mecha¡ics to a mere shadow of its former self. The
object concept has been acquired by our biological ancestors
many million years ago. The steps through which every infant
develops it during the first two years of his life has been ana-
lyzed beautifully by Piaget and his school. That the normal
infant can develop this concept, and does so very precisely,s
is part of its genetic programming. The notion of an objectthat
persists when not perceived is absolutely essential for our
orientation and survival in the world.

Clarification of the meaning of quantum mechanics came
in 1927 in terms of Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle (9) and
of Bohr's Complementarity Argument (10). The Uncertainty
principle says that particles can be pinpointed but do not have
trajectories. How so? The reason that these two seemingly
contradictory statements are compatible lies in the fact that
a series of pinpointings does not constitute a trajectory: every
pinpointing act is an observation and constitutes a unÍque
event involving some uncontrollable interactions. Each event
of such a series has only a probabilistic relation to the outcome
of alternative events, say, a diffraction test.

If particles do not have trajectories, that opens the possl-
biLity for their loss of identity. If I see a rabbit hiding behind
a bush and a rabbit emerging from the bush I may be uncer-
tain whether it is the same rabbit or not. I have no doubt,
though, that closer observation could have decided the issue.
Not so with electrons.

if one electron gets attached to an atom and subsequently
one electron is passed on to another atom, I cannot say, in

:ì There exist several good summaries of Piaget's work. The most
comprehensive is Flavell, J. H., The Developmental Psychology of
Jean Piaget (12). Especially useful, part II, "The Experiments,"
chapter 9 on quantity, logic, number, time, movement, velocity;
chapter 10 on space, geometry.

Much simpler are two undergraduate tests:
(a) Ginsbu¡g, H. and Opper, Sylvia, 1969. Piaget's theory of intel-

lectual development. An int¡oduction. Prentice Hall, 237 pp.
(b) Phillips, John L. Jr., 1969. The origins of intellect. Piaget's

theory. Freeman & Co., 149 pp.
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principle, whether it is the same electron or not. This state-
ment does ¿oú follow from the Uncertainty Principle or from
the Complementarity Argument. These two Principles merely
show that loss of identity is a possibility. The possibility be-
comes a necessity only in the light of the complete quantum
mechanical formalism. Thus, the loss of the category of
identity should be considered as an additional characteristic
of quantum mechanics, and perhaps its most eerie one.

Our intuitive understanding ofthe events in our environ-
ment balks at this demand of Reason. The demand violates,
like so many other aspects of 20th century science, our pre-
conceptions about the real world. Relativity theory itself af-
forded the most striking example of a formal theory de-
manding that we forego our intuitive understanding of space
and time. This intuitive understanding is by no means
something "learned" ot "conventional." Far from it. It is
deeply embedded in our natural makeup since long before our
ancestors came down from the trees. It is a priori for the in-
dividual, but a post eriori in evolution. It evolved in adaptation
to the environment (f f ). It is a fact that Einstein never be-
came reconciled to the resolution ofthe quantum puzzles of-
fered by the Complementarity Argument. Though he con-
ceded after 1935 that the argument was logically consistent,
he could not accept the fact that quantum mechanics is in-
compatible with a unique "objective reality." And, indeed,
none of us can, intuitively. Our biologically inherited concrete
mental operations do not permit us to do.so. That we never-
theless can do science, i.e., construct formalisms which are
highly successful in representing our scientific findings is still
a miracle, an extension of the miracle for which Einstein
coined the expression, "The most incomprehensible thing
about the world is its comprehensibility."

Should we let matters rest with this expression of wonder
and bafflement? Or, should we attempt a more positive ap-
proach? Einstein's saying was coined almost 50 years ago and
it was coined by a man steeped in the traditions of physics, a
tradition which takes the human mind for granted and takes
Nature (with a capital N) for granted, two agonists locked in
a peculiar struggle, one trying to ferret out the "secrets" of
Mother Nature and Mother Nature jealously trying to guard
them. That, indeed, was Einstein's attitude throughout and,
Iike Newton's corresponding statement, it reflects the awe and
wonder at the success of the scientific enterprise. It comes
naturally to anybody who is led into the problems of physics
via the route of its history. Bohr, too, was very much caught
up in it. Bohr does emphasize that we (the human mind and
experimenter) play a dual role as "actor" and "onlooker" in
the drama of existence. Yet, this dual role is taken for granted.
Can we now, 50 years later, and armed with new insights on
the origin and evoJution of life, on the structure and evolution
of oúi cognitive capabilities, take a new look at this question
and perhaps formulate it in somewhat less of a defeatist style?
That would seem to me to be a highly worthwhile under-
taking.
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